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Abstract:- Internet services and application have gained lots of importance in our daily life such as banking, travel and social networking. 
Personal information from any of the remote location can be communicated and managed with the help of Internet. Due to their omnipresent use 

for daily task, web applications have been target for attack. To deal with  increasing demand and data complexity web services and applications 

have moved to a multitiered design. The idea is to detect attacks in multitier architecture to model the network behavior of user sessions across 

both the front-end web server and the back-end database. The attacks like SQL injection, cross site scripting attack, privilege escalation attack 
and direct DB attack can be monitored with both the web and subsequent database requestusing customized UTP algorithm, which an 

independent system cannot do. 

__________________________________________________*****_________________________________________________ 
 

1. Introduction 

A lot of importance has been achieved by internet services 

and application in our daily life. They provide 

communication and the management of personal 

information from any remote location. Since they have to 

handle large amount of data, web services have moved to 

multitier design. Multitier architecture is a logical partition 

of the separation of operations in the system. Each tier is 

assigned its unique responsibility in the system. Multitier 

architecture typically consists of a presentation tier, a 

business tier, and a data tier which are logically separated. In 

multitier design files are uploaded to the web server run as 

front end and the data is outsourced to the database server 

run as backend.  

 

Web servers and web based applications are popular attack 

targets because of their ubiquitous use. All computing 

devices are connected to the World Wide Web via the client-

server architecture. In this architecture, the client requests 

some information from web server through a web browser. 

Then to fetch data the web server is connected to a database 

server. So the connection between client and web server as 

well as the connection between web server and database 

server needs to be well secured, which is very challenging 

task. To protect these connections in multitier web services 

various web IDSs and database IDSs are available. Both 

web IDS and database IDS can detect abnormal traffic sent 

to them. But sometimes neither the web IDS nor the 

database IDS would detect cases wherein normal traffic is 

used to attack the web servers and database server[1]. For 

example, if an attacker with non admin privileges can log in 

as a normal user, and then he/she can find a way to fire a 

privileged query, in this case web IDS only see the logic 

traffic and the database IDS would see only normal traffic of 

privileged user. 

 

So the idea is to provide an improved approach to an 

intrusion detection system for multitier web applications. 

This approach can build a casual mapping model which can 

map the web server requests and its subsequent database 

query. By monitoring both web server request and 

subsequent database query, system can ferret out attacks like 

SQL injection, cross site scripting attack, privilege 

escalation attack and direct DB attack. 

 

2. Attack Scenarios : 

 Our system provides a protection against following four 

types of attack: 

 

2.1 SQL Injection Attack[1]: 

In SQL Injection attack Attackers can use existing 

vulnerabilities in the web server logic to inject the data or 

string content that contains the exploits and then use the web 

server to relay these exploits to attack the back-end 

database. Since we have a mapping mode between generate 

unique number and DB queries, it will find out deviation 

from the SQL query structure that would normally follow 

such a web request. 

 

2.2 Direct DB Attack[1]: 

It is possible for an attacker to bypass the web server or 

firewalls and connect directly to the database. An attacker 

could also have already taken over the web server and be 

submitting such queries from the web server without 

sending web requests. Without matched web requests for 

such queries, a web server IDS could detect neither. 

Furthermore, if these DB queries were within the set of 

allowed queries, then the database IDS itself would not 

detect it either. However, this type of attack can be caught 

with our approach since we cannot match any web requests 

with these queries. 

 

2.3 Privilege Escalation Attack[1]: 

For Privilege Escalation Attacks, attacker visits the website 

as a normal user aiming to compromise the web server 
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process or exploit vulnerabilities to bypass authentication. 

At that point, the attacker issues a set of privileged (e.g., 

admin-level) DB queries to retrieve sensitive information. 

We log and process both legitimate web requests and 

database queries in the session traffic, but there are no 

mappings among them. IDSs working at either end can 

hardly detect this attack since the traffic they capture 

appears to be legitimate. Using the mapping model our 

system can capture the unmatched cases. 

 

2.4 Cross site scripting[1] : 

Cross site scripting is yet another variety of attacks on web 

applications. In this attackers embed malicious client scripts 

via legitimate user inputs. Attackers utilize the fact that there 

is a trust relationship between a web server and a browser. 

Such type of attacks can occur when data sent to the server 

are put onto the web site without being properly analysed for 

possible security threats. Our system is able to detect this 

attack. 

 

3. Overview and working 

This system is used to detect attacks in multi-tiered web 

services. This approach can create mapping model of 

isolated user sessions that include both the web front-end 

and back-end network transactions. Proposed system 

provides two layer of security .In First layer, the system will 

filter all requests coming to server based on some parameter. 

In second layer, all queries which hitting to database will go 

through query parsing. The system parses all queries and 

fetch out database Table name and type of database query. 

After parsing database query, it will check Table name 

against user role and based on checking system will allow or 

disallow database query for further process.  

 

3.1 SystemArchitecture 

 
Fig.4.1.1System architecture 

 

3.2 Modules of the proposed system 

The number of possible modules for the application is as 

follows: 

 

1. User Authentication:   

This module facilitates the system to validate the user before 

using the application and thereby enabling only valid users 

to utilize the application. Thereby, the system facilitates 

access to selected users. 

2. Banking Operations:  

This module will facilitate the user to perform analysis in 

terms of the certain banking features to be utilized by 

various users and thereby facilitate it to execute certain 

crucial operations related to the application. 

3. Application Intrusion Detection: 

This module will facilitate the system to detect the Intrusion 

related to the features of the application wherein each type 

of user will be allocated a set of features identified by the 

mapping model created by the application for the user and 

thereby prevent invalid access operations to be executed. 

4. Database Intrusion Detection Module: 

This module will facilitate detection intrusions occurring 

due to invalid structure of data which affects the backend 

systems of the applications. In order to facilitate detection of 

such invalid data structures this module enables a second 

level of detection and thereby facilitate efficient protection 

to the application. It identifies the valid data structures in 

terms of backend communication for each kind of user 

based on a mapping model and thereby facilitate it efficient 

detection. 

5. Dual Detection Mechanism: 

This module is an integration of the Database and 

Application Intrusion detection process and ensure high-

level of safety to the application. 

 

3.3 Algorithm Design 

Working of our system is based on customized UTP model 

building algorithm. UTP stands for union, tautology and 

piggybacking. 

Tautology-based attack is to inject code in one or more 

conditional statements so that they always evaluate to true. 

The most common usages of this technique are to bypass 

authentication pages and extract data. If the attack is 

successful when the code either displays all of the returned 

records or performs some action if at least one record is 

returned. 

In union-query attacks, Attackers do this by injecting 

astatement of the form: UNION SELECT <rest of injected 

query> because the attackers completely control the 

second/injected query they can use that query to retrieve 

information from a specified table. The result of this attack 

is that the database returns a dataset that is the union of the 

results of the original first query and the results of the 

injected second query. 

In the piggy-backed query attacker tries to append additional 

queries to the original query string.On the successful attack 

the database receives and executes a query string that 

contains multiple distinct queries. In this method the first 

query is original whereas the subsequent queries are 

injected. 

 

UTP algorithm is as follows: 
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Steps:  

1. Identify query model for Data Layer 

2. Eliminate comment data generated from final query 

structure 

3. Identify query termination tokens 

4. Split multiple queries generated at Data layer 

5. Execute CRUD analysis for each query generated 

6. Identify CRUD tokens 

7. Identify data models (tables) specified by query 

8. Execute mapping model analysis 

9. Identify current user type ( user, admin, employee ) 

from session 

10. Identify mapping model for CRUD tokens ( or 

other SQL tokens ) from static model for current 

user type 

11. for each CRUD token 

12. compare data model(s) for current query with data 

model for current token 

13. if data models similar then  

14. set query_status as valid 

15. end for 

16. else 

17. repeat for with next token 

18. Identify conditions specified in query 

19. Identify alterations in conditions w.r.t to valid 

query 

20. if alteration identified then 

21. set tautology status = true 

22. set query_status as invalid 

23. else split queries if UNION token present 

24. Execute mapping model analysis on each query 

generated 

25. identify query_status of above step 

26. if query_status is valid then 

27. execute piggy backing analysis after identification 

of query termination tokens 

28. split queries based on these tokens 

29. Execute mapping model analysis on each query 

generated 

30. identify query_status of above step 

31. returnfinalquery_status 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.Results: 

 

5.1 SQL Injection Attack Detection: 

 
 

Fig.5.1.a. SQL injection input 

 

 
 

Fig.5.1.b. SQL injection output 

 

 

5.2 Direct DB Attack Detection: 

 
 

Fig.5.2.a. Direct DB input 
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Fig.5.2.b. Direct DB output 

 

 

5.3 Privilege Escalation Attack Detection: 

 
 

Fig.5.3.a. Privilege escalation input where normal user try 

to change his role 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5.3.b. Privilege escalation output 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Cross Site Scripting Attack Detection : 

 
 

 

Fig.5.4.a. Cross site scripting input 

 

 
 

Fig.5.4.b. Cross site scripting output 

 

6. Conclusion 

We presented an intrusion detection system that can detect 

various web attacks namely SQL injection attack, cross site 

scripting attack, privilege escalation attack and direct DB 

attack occurred in multi-tier web applications. We achieved 

this with help of customized model building algorithm and 

by creating mapping model. 
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